
DocuPunch® PLUS
Automatic Punch

FEATURES & BENEFITS

�e DocuPunch® PLUS is the original and world’s best selling
automatic punch. It’s as easy to use as an o�ce photocopier -
load the paper, turn it on using the digital keypad, and walk away!

�is versatile, ergonomically designed time-saver o�ers hands-free 
punching of pre-collated books, presentations, reports and even 
tabbed sheets (documents up to 13” wide).

With 110v power and heavy-duty casters, this unit can be set up in 
minutes anywhere in your shop and is capable of producing up to 
76,500+ punched sheets per hour!

E�cient: Speeds of up to 76,500+ sheets per hour with clean, perfect holes for �nishing.  

Convenient: Adjustable pick thickness from 0.4 to 1mm, to maximize production and o�er trouble-free operation on a wide range of paper 
stocks. 

3 Selectable Speeds: 50, 60 or 75 cycles/minute to o�er more productivity and more security for a wider range of punching jobs.  

Digital LCD: Touchpad control that is icon based for simple operation. 

Versatile: Punches wide variety of paper stocks, covers, and even tabbed sheets in sizes from 5.5" x 5.5" up to 13" x 12" kept in perfect 
pre-collated order.  

Dependable: The connecting side plate on the punch ram has been reinforced. This additional structure allows the DocuPunch® PLUS to double 
the punching capacity of previous models.

Easy-to-Use: Hands-free Operation - Simply load the tray, push a button and walk away. No special training or personnel required.  

Unique Paper Handling: Positive sheet pickup with beak and 3-sided jogger for perfect punching registration. 

Ergonomic Design: Allows all operations, including punch die changes, to be performed quickly and easily from the front of the machine. 
Incorporates integral storage space for three tools. 

Heavy-Duty Steel Dies: Guide posts for perfect alignment, quick pin access, and �anged holes to help clear out waste and add longer life.  

Punch Die Patterns: 3:1 & 2:1 Wire-O®; 4:1 plastic coil; plastic comb; VeloBind®; 2, 3, & 4-ring binder; and many more.

Safety & Auto-Stop: Built-in features to help avoid paper jams and increase safety.  

Compact: Very small footprint without compromising on power and quality.  

Installation: Lockable caster wheels allow quick and easy machine placement.

Power Requirements: 110v / single phase / 60 Hz

Dimensions: 46” H x 51” W x 28” D


